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Community Mothers Programme
The Community Mothers Programme is facilitated by the Health Service Executive (HSE), and operates in
the HSE areas Dublin North East and Dublin Mid-Leinster. Its aim is to develop the skills of parents of young
children with a focus on health care, nutritional improvement and overall child development. It is a parent
support programme in which friendly local women known as Community Mothers carry out monthly structured
visits to first-time and some second-time parents by appointment during the first two years of their babies’
lives, providing empathy and information in a non-directive way to foster parenting skills and parental selfesteem. Through the Programme the parents become empowered to believe in their own capabilities and
skills for parenting without being dependent on professionals. The Family Development Nurses who facilitate
the Programme have moved away from the biological model of health care which is working for people, to a
model which involves working with people. In fact the model is one of parent-enablement and empowerment
which encourages parents to learn to cope with difficulties they encounter in bringing up their children and to
find their own solution to their problems.
The Community Mothers are experienced mothers living in the local community. They are all volunteers who
have been given initial training that builds on their personal experiences and skills and familiarises them with
the Programme goals. The initial training takes place once a week over a four week period in the volunteer’s
home and is followed by on-going monthly support from the Family Development Nurse whose main task is
to serve as a resource person, confidante and monitor for the Community Mother. Each Community Mother
attempts to support between five and fifteen parents.
The Community Mothers visit parents for one hour per month (by appointment). The purpose of the visits is
to enable topics to be discussed in depth and they are structured to meet individual needs. The parent is
recognised as an equal by the Community Mother and as the expert in the rearing of her own child. The
Community Mother’s aim is to support the parents in achieving their goals using a non-directive approach.
The Community Mother also makes use of illustrated materials to show alternative approaches available to
parents in coping with various child-rearing problems.
From the point of view of the Community Mothers themselves, their own self-worth increases as they see
parents becoming more aware of child development and as they see themselves being appreciated in their
communities. Some of the Community Mothers have received the Programme themselves and now want to
help other mothers in the same way that they themselves have been helped. Some stay for long periods in
the Programme while others move on to paid employment or adult education programmes.
The Programme was evaluated in 1990 using a randomised-controlled approach. First-time mothers and
their children (232 in all) were randomly allocated to either receive the Programme or to be part of a control
group. The evaluation showed that children in the Programme group were more likely to have received all of
their primary immunisations, to be read to and read to daily and to be introduced to more nursery rhymes
than those in the control group. They were also shown to be less likely to have been given cow’s milk before
52 weeks or to be receiving inappropriate energy intakes or inappropriate amounts of animal and non-animal
protein, wholefoods, vegetables, fruit and milk. Mothers in the Programme group had a better diet than those
in the control group and were less likely to feel tired, miserable or to want to stay indoors. Thus the evaluation
provided evidence that the Programme is successful in achieving its aims of promoting improved healthcare, nutrition and the overall development of babies.
A seven-year follow-up study carried out in 1997 found that the Programme had sustained these beneficial
effects on parenting skills and maternal self-esteem with benefits extending to subsequent children.
A study carried out in the Programme by Dr Mary Ellen Maguire-Schwartz of the University of Massachusetts,
USA, in 2003 showed that the Programme aided the development of parent-child bonds and attachment and
a study by Mary Molloy in 2007 on the impact of the Programme on Community Mothers showed that it
contributed to lifelong learning.
The Programme is currently being delivered to approximately 2000 parents each year by 156 Community
Mothers. It has expanded to incorporate Breastfeeding Support Groups, Parents and Toddler Groups and to
give attention to the special needs of Travellers and Refugees/Asylum Seekers.
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Families supported in 2008 in the Health Service Executive (HSE)
Dublin North East and Dublin Mid Leinster
Total - 2046

729
1317

HSE Dublin North East

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

Number of Family Development Nurses (FDN’s)
Total 11

3

8
HSE Dublin North East

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

Number of Community Mothers (CM’s)
Total 156

56

100

HSE Dublin North East

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster
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COMMUNITY MOTHERS PROGRAMME
Summary 2008
Outcomes (for families who completed the Programme) … Snapshots
Number of families visited - 2046
Number of Community Mothers - 156
Parents
53% of parents who agreed to take part in the Programme were single parents
9.5% were teenage parents.

Infant Feeding
28% of Programme mothers initiated breastfeeding
57% of the above were still breastfeeding at 13 weeks
43.5% of the above were still breastfeeding at 25 weeks
3.5% of Programme parents introduced solids to their infants before 4 months
62% of Programme parents introduced solids to their infants at 4-6 months
34.5% of Programme parents introduced solids to their infants at 6 months or over

Immunisation
94% of Programme infants completed their immunisation this year.

Hospitalisation
2% of Programme infants were hospitalised during the year
1% were hospitalised due to accidents.

Child Abuse
No child abuse referrals were reported among client group.

Early Reading
98% of Programme parents started reading to their infants in the first year of life.

Community Mothers
28.5% of Community Mothers attended courses during the year in addition to their
training received in the Community Mothers Programme.
48 Community Mothers left the Programme during the year.
32% of Community Mothers who left the Programme took up paid employment.
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Director and Family Development Nurses
Brenda Molloy Trióna Lucey Elizabeth Henry Rosemary McKean
Florence Burns Maud Cunniffe Ann Savage Ann O’Neill Teresa Keegan
Bernie Rooney Marie atton
Marie Nyhan
Programme Secretary
Dolores Roberts
Programme Materials
Gordon Harper and Brenda Molloy
List of Community Mothers
Dun Laoghaire
Nuala Cassidy
Tara Marsh
Frances O’Connor
Karin O’Loan
Kareena MacLeod
Geraldine Craddock
Dearbhail Sheanon
Catherine Lenehan
Anne Smyth
Teresa Connell
Rionnach O’Callaghan
Carol Kelly
Ann Smyth
Ann Coyne
Roisin Fitzgerald
Dublin South East
Teresa Ward
Catherine Evesson
Ann Evans
Monica McGovern
Avril Morrison
Ingrid Norton
Catherine Thornton
Adele O’Connor
Noelle McEvoy
Gillian Wright
Deirdre Brennan
Patsy Buckley
Carole Doyle
Gillian Quinn
Mary Walsh O’Dwyer
Dublin South City
Aisling Shaffrey
Helena Kennedy
Irene Montgomery
Valarie Sommerville
Catherine McSweeney
Dympna Collins
Silvica Serban
Jordinde Rolsma
Jenny Kelly
Barbara Doyle
Nicole Jagusch
Rita Garland
Aisling Grimley
Musunga Beauty
Hughes

Viorica Vesa
Graine Scolard
Una ni Dhomhaill

Dublin West II
Phyllis Byrne
Jenny Murphy
Lydia Mudasiru
Yvonne Galvin
Helen Geraghty
Pauline Byrne
Samantha Myers
Denise Jordan
Alison Blair
Barbara Pietron
Grazyna Nagdowska
Sheila Quinn
Linda Kellett
Catherine Moran
Evelyn Crothers
Bernie Dunne

Dublin South West
Susan Kenny
Cliona Byrne
Valery Cinilli
Jane Keogh
Bernadette Conroy
Ann Maloney
Oloubukola Odunaike
Susan Murphy
Rose O’Connor
Kathleen Fitzgerald
Deborah Loughran
Hazel Casey
Dublin South West
Omolabake Ayoade
Audrey Cunningham
Deirgre Conway
Tedda Sheehan
Susan Carney
Winnie Grehan
Yvette Naughton
Audrey O’Brien
Rebecca Tinkler
Louise Walsh
Rachel Bunker
Denise Cummins
Mary Maher

Dublin North West
Geraldine Dandy
Mary Byrne
Shirley Carroll
Pauline Dunne
Teresa Deegan
Bernie Reid
Marie McKenna
Gillian Byrne
Tammy Marshall
Anne Saul
Patricia Kelly
Eya Ofuka
Uwanma Nwaeze
Cyntha Muotto
Debbie Redmond
Ann Marie Roche
Sharon Dandy
Deborah Amina Musa
Winnie McDonagh
Ruth Okoli
Sandra McCorman

Dublin West I
Mary Cooney
Michelle Swords
Ashling Seery
Samantha Kearney
AnnMarie Louth
Ann Buras
Tanya Walsh
Elizabeth Hooper
Dorothy Donnolly
Nicola Keeller
Fiona O’Brien
Tina Preston
Heather McMurray
Adrienne Byrne
Denise Hannon

Dublin North Central
Karen O‘Reilly
Siobhan Ormond Roberts
Linda O‘Rourke
Jean Rowley
Rachel Cullen
Christina McCarthy
Kay Harford
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Frances Keenan
Rose Butler
Denise McCarthy
Ann Doyle
Mona Kearney
Dolores Doyle
Suzanne Irwin
Tina Hartigan
Andrea Doyle
Carmel Maher
Imelda O‘Neill
Dublin North
Noreen Mitchell
Miriam Barker
Joyce Kelly
Carmel O‘Shea
Helen Grimes
Margaret Hegarty
Mona Coggins
Mary Martin
Mary Glackin
Monica McHugh
Bernadette McMahon
Catherine Browne
Veronica Boylan
Kildare / West Wicklow
Marie Armstrong
Janette Moloney
Jan O‘Donoghue
Cecilia Keogh
Wicklow
Mary Walsh
Marian Rushe
Marian Cullen
Carol Darby
Teresa Grant
Carole Brophy
Eva Conway
Bernice Bryan
Caroline Pierce
Evelyn Burns
Kate Crowley

Section II

Reports from Programme Director
and Programme Secretaries
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Brenda Molloy
Programme Director

T

his past year has been a positive one for the Programme. It has also been an
active, challenging and rewarding year. We delivered above and beyond our
commitments to provide a support service to two thousand and forty-six parents,
an increase of 5% on 2007. Forty-eight Community Mothers completed their preservice training.

T

his year we delivered on most of our targets and focused on a cost-effective
approach towards outcomes. There was an increase in the number of parents
who received pre-natal visits and who availed of the Parent and Toddler Groups. A
new Parent and Toddler Group opened in Bray during the year. There was also an
increase in the number of breastfeeding mothers supported and there was an
increase in the number of mothers still breastfeeding at 13 weeks (5%) and 25
weeks (13%) when compared with 2007 The primary immunisation uptake rate
was 94% for infants who completed the Programme and 98% of parents started
reading to their infants during the first year of life. There was a decrease in the
number of Programme infants who were hospitalised. There was a notable decrease
in the number of Programme parents who introduced solids to their infants before
4 months (3.5%) compared to 22% in 2007. There was also an increase in the
number of Community Mothers who took up paid employment on leaving the
Programme 32% compared to 19.5% in 2007

O

ur 20-year Celebration Conference was held in Dublin Castle in July. I was
delighted to have the Minister for Health and Children, Mary Harney, T.D.
present to open the conference and to present certificates to each of the volunteers.
In all, one hundred and twenty-eight Community Mothers and eleven Family
Development Nurses attended the event.

S

ome one hundred and twenty-eight Community Mothers who had been
volunteers for at least a year were presented with certificates of achievement
in recognition of their work. Along with them, sixty-three Community Mothers were
presented with long-service awards as they had been active at least five years.
The Family Development Nurses and the Programme Secretary were also
presented with certificates and long-service awards. Gordon Harper (Programme
Materials), who has also worked as a volunteer for twenty years in partnership
with the Programme, received a certificate and a long-service award.

F

ollowing the presentation of certificates, clinical psychologist and author, David
Coleman, gave a presentation on ‘Attachment Parenting for Babies and
Toddlers’ at the conference. Then workshops were made available which allowed
the participants to choose from the following topics; baby bonding, life-coaching,
stress management, diversity and The Rape Crisis Centre.

M

inister Harney stated that Community Mothers who had volunteered for up to
20 years should be really proud, not just of their volunteering but also of the
impact they have made on future generations of Irish children. She thanked the
Community Mothers for the work they had done for their communities.

I

would like to thank Linda Berigan, Helena Kennedy and Tammy Marshall for
their support on the committee that organised the conference. Their assistance
with the planning of the event ensured that the day ran smoothly.

D

uring the year, Professor Dorothy Scott the Director of the Australian Centre
for Child Protection at the University of South Australia visited the Programme
and stated that she was inspired by the Community Mothers that she met during
her visit.

A

number of Programme parents in Tallaght along with Florence Burns the
Family Development nurse got involved in Infant Imaginings, a research project
5
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Brenda Molloy
Programme Director
exploring the use of puppetry, play, music, movement and sensory environments
with babies and parents in healthcare settings. The feedback from the parents
was very positive.

T

he Programme in Dublin South City was featured on RTÉ’s Morning Ireland,
and an article on the Programme was published in Prevention Action an online
magazine. As a result, the Programme stands as an internationally recognised
parent support programme and I am proud that our work has touched the lives of
so many parents, children and Community Mothers.

I

would like to especially acknowledge the help and support that I received in the
Kildare West-Wicklow Programme from Rosemary McKean, Family
Development Nurse and Community Mother Marie Armstrong and her colleagues
Cecilia Keogh, Jan O’ Donohue and Janette Maloney when the Family
Development Nurse in Kildare left the Programme to take up employment
elsewhere. I hope to have a replacement nurse for this area soon.

I

would like to thank all the Community Mothers, the Family Development Nurses,
the Programme Secretary and Gordon Harper (Programme Materials) for their
commitment, energy and enthusiasm over the past year.

W

e can look back on the year with a sense of achievement. I am confident
that we will continue to deliver a quality home-visiting programme in an
increasingly challenging environment.
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Linda
Brenda
Berigan
Molloy
Former
Programme
Programme
Director
Secretary

H

ow the years go by so fast! This is my fourth and final Annual Report to write
for the Community Mothers Programme. I came into the Health Service
Executive to work with the Community Mothers Programme on a temporary contract
and I have now been offered a permanent post in the Superannuation Department.

I
2

was very sad to leave Brenda and the Community Mothers Programme as I
have really enjoyed my three years working with the Programme.

008 was a busy year for me. During the year I provided administrative and
clerical backup to Brenda Molloy and to the Community Mothers Programme.
This involved me doing such things as typing letters and reports, filing Programme
materials, assembling sets of materials ordered by the Family Development Nurses,
preparing posters used to advertise the Programme, processing expenses to
reimburse the Community Mothers and also helping with the organising of
Programme social and educational events.

D

uring the year I helped Brenda and the committee to organise the 20-year
Celebration Conference for the Programme. This was held in Dublin Castle
and was a very big occasion and took a lot of time and organisation. Each
Community Mother and Family Development Nurse was presented with a certificate
and a long-service award by Ms Mary Harney, T.D Minister for Health and Children.
This was in appreciation of all their hard work and determination to attain the best
results from the Programme during the past 20 years.

T

he Minister gave a very uplifting and encouraging speech to the Community
Mothers congratulating them on their amazing contribution in their communities.
Mr David Coleman, clinical psychologist and author gave a very informative talk
on baby bonding which everybody enjoyed immensely. The Community Mothers
and Family Development nurses then attended workshops also held in the Castle
before being treated to a lovely lunch to end their time together.

I

typed up the feedback evaluation forms from the Community Mothers for the
event and everybody expressed how they had really enjoyed their day. They felt
very appreciated and were encouraged to keep up their hard work and
determination to help families in their local communities.

I

would like to thank Brenda for her kindness and generosity over the last three
years. It was very encouraging to see how hard she works to help make the
Community Mothers Programme as successful and well known as it is. I would
like to give the Family Development Nurses and the Community Mothers my best
wishes and hope they continue their hard work in helping their communities grow.
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Dolores
Brenda Roberts
Molloy
New
Programme
Programme
Director
Secretary

T

hese last few months have gone by so quickly yet I feel I have seen and
learned so much in that short time. I started work in November, taking over
from Linda Berigan who has now gone to the Superannuation Department.

H

aving had 10 years experience in a hospital setting, I found the move to the
Community Mothers Programme difficult as I was leaving my former
colleagues behind and also an organisation that I loved so dearly. I hope with
time that I will develop the same fondness for the Community Mothers
Programme.

W

e have been busy in the Programme over the last few months. I have
been kept busy with the change to Electronic Fund Transfer payment of
expenses and generally familiarising myself with the functions of the
Programme. Our work is not finished yet. Every day is a learning day and I look
forward to many more months of hard work. Having two children of my own
makes me more aware just how beneficial the Programme is to first-time
parents.

I

would like to thank Brenda Molloy for welcoming me and teaching me all
about the administration of the Programme and for showing me its full
benefits. I would also like to thank the Family Development Nurses for their
warm welcome as well. It has been a pleasure working with you all.
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Trióna Lucey
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dun Laoghaire

T

and Stepaside with the building of thousands more residential
units. We have now a large number of young couples from
various countries renting these units and starting their families.
The Community Mothers’ visits to families that have limited
support are very much valued both by the families themselves
and by professionals working in the area.

he Community Mothers Programme is a lot about

“connecting”, that is linking first time mothers with enthusiastic
local mothers who have already experienced many of the
concerns and joys of parenting. Each visit is different and this
helps the Programme to maintain a fresh approach in its work
of empowering new mothers to believe in their own abilities
and strengths.

Our monthly group meeting is generally a lively gathering where
the women have an opportunity to raise any issues they need
to discuss or analyse. At our May group meeting we invited
the Senior Speech and Language Therapist for the area to give
us a talk on early language difficulties particularly for the benefit
of non-Irish families, where the parents do not speak English
but will be sending their children to school here.

The team of Community Mothers, who are all volunteers were
hugely generous with their energy and time and also shared
many of their own personal experiences. During the year
Rionnach O’ Callaghan and Carol Kelly joined our team of
Community Mothers. Sadly Roisin Fitzgerald, Ann Smyth and
Ann Coyle had to leave. We wish them well with both grandparenting and new jobs.

The Community Mothers thoroughly enjoyed the 20-year
Celebration Conference on July 5th at Dublin Castle that
included the presentation of certificates by the Minister for
Health and Children, Mary Harney T.D. I feel this was a fitting
reward for the goodwill the Programme volunteers show to
their local neighbourhoods.

The group meetings were well attended and were fun and
fruitful. Interesting topics that were discussed included sleep
solutions, breastfeeding, babies’ developmental stages,
parenting styles, immunisation, levels of family functioning
and attachment. There was something for everyone.

On Tuesday July 29th, four of the Community Mothers and I
had the honour of meeting Mary Harney T.D. once again when
we were invited to the launch of the Churchtown Primary Care
Team at the Loreto Resource Centre. The Community Mothers
appreciated being acknowledged at this event.

This year was the 20th anniversary of the Community Mothers
Programme in Dublin. This major occasion was celebrated in
Dublin Castle where Minister for Health and Children, Mary
Harney TD, presented each Community Mother with her
certificate and some with long-service awards. David Coleman,
child psychologist, was the main speaker. His talk on attachment
and parenting issues was both human and inspiring. The
Community Mothers loved the event and hugely enjoyed
meeting the groups that represented the other areas covered by
the Programme.

A number of Public Health Nurses and general-nursing students
visited the Programme and received a talk from me on how the
Programme operates. On October 1st, two Community Mothers
and I attended a Health Service Executive Coffee Morning
which was held for all the breastfeeding mothers of the area.
This event aimed to raise awareness of breastfeeding, and was
held at Dundrum Town Centre.
On Tuesday 2nd December, I was very pleased to accompany
Teresa Ward to the Mansion House where she was being
presented with her “Unsung Heros Award” by the Lord Mayor
of Dublin for her 14 years working as a volunteer Community
Mother in her area. It was an uplifting experience to witness
the kindness and goodwill of ordinary people and their unselfish
efforts to help others for no monetary gain.

The area has an average of 50 mothers being visited each month.
We have achieved a lot. Looking ahead, it will be great to recruit
more Community Mothers from the areas being visited.
We are continuously raising awareness of the Programme,
thereby inspiring and encouraging more new parents to avail
of the benefits of the Programme.

Unfortunately, throughout the year a number of Community
Mothers left the Programme to pursue their own individual
paths and we said goodbye and good luck to: Patsy Buckley,
Teresa Ward, Gillian Quinn, Patricia McGrath, Mary Walsh
and Carol Doyle.

It is a joy to work with Community Mothers and to meet new
families. The challenge is to link up families with local
Community Mothers and to keep everything vibrant. This work
is ably assisted by the Community Mothers Programme
Director, Brenda Molloy, my Family Development Nurse
colleagues, our local Public Health Nurse colleagues and the
Director of Public Health Nursing.

We ended the year with our Christmas Party at the Royal Dublin
Hotel. It was appreciated by everyone.

Rosemary McKean
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

Elizabeth Henry
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South East

W

e had a good year with so much achieved and so many
families supported. We saw the Community Mothers
Programme grow and gain strength in Dublin South City. In

T

he Programme continues to be well received in this area.
There has been huge housing development in Sandyford
9
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Maud Cunniffe
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

essence, it was a busy positive year with so much to be proud
of. There was lots of hard work done, laced with plenty of fun.
I constantly remind the team that the Programme would not
function without their generosity of heart and great efforts made
in delivering the Programme to first and some second-time
mothers. By empowering parents, the Community Mothers
encourage them to believe in their own capabilities and skills
for parenting without being dependent on professionals. The
strategy of the Community Mothers Programme is unlike that
of any other model. However, there is still a lot of work to do
especially in the inner city. This will only be achieved if more
Community Mothers are recruited and trained from this area.

T

he Community Mothers Programme is doing well in the
Tallaght area. The total number of Community Mothers at
present stands at twelve. These mothers have been supporting
72 families for over a year. I would like to say a big thankyou
for the dedicated work you have done. Unfortunately, Annette
Kinsella, Deborah Loughran and Rose O’ Connor had to leave
us and we wish them every success for the future. We welcome
our new recruits – Hazel Casey, Catherine Molloy, Gillian
Donaldson and Maggie Cadwell.

Our group meetings were a good forum for discussion and peersupport. I personally really enjoyed them and I believe the
Community Mothers felt likewise. Sharing our experience in
our group always added enormously to the session.

Our group meetings held once a month continued to be
stimulating as we supported each other, updated our knowledge
and exchanged information. The Mother and Toddler groups
in Kilnamanagh and Firhouse were very well attended. Finally
I would like to thank all the Community Mothers for their
commitment to the Programme. I would also like to thank our
Director, Brenda Molloy, and our secretary, Dolores Roberts,
for all their help during the year.

Topics covered during the year included Health and Safety,
Immunisation, Easy and Practical Weaning and understanding
the Travellers Culture. The social aspect of these meetings was
important for the Community Mothers as was the laughter and
the consuming of the delicious home baking provided by the
host Community Mothers.
In the early Summer, one of my Community Mothers and one
of her families featured on R.T.É’s Morning Ireland
Programme. The interview was really natural and very
informative. It was an excellent plug for the Community
Mothers Programme which led to many positive enquiries from
the community.

Ann Savage
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin West

T

he Programme is in its 20th year in Clondalkin and it
continues to grow. This year we have 13 Community
Mothers visiting families in Deansrath and the Boot Road area.
During the year three Community Mothers left for various
reasons. I would like to thank them for their contribution to the
Programme over the years. Five new Community Mothers were
trained during the year two of these are Polish who can only
speak a small amount of English. They are now visiting Polish
and Russian mothers who cannot speak English. This is proving
to be a great support to the mums. Many of them are also
attending our local Parent and Toddler Group.

This year was a special year for us because we proudly
celebrated the 20th anniversary of the Community Mothers
Programme’s work in Dublin. This was celebrated in style on
July 5th in Dublin Castle by a conference. We were honoured
to have the Minister for Health and Children, Mary Harney
T.D. to open the conference and to present certificates to the
Community Mothers numbering over a hundred. It was also a
privilege to listen to an excellent presentation on attachment
parenting for babies and toddlers by David Coleman, clinical
psychologist. The Community Mothers were also able to attend
workshops on subjects such as diversity, baby bonding and
stress management. A delightful lunch was then enjoyed by all
and the Community Mothers had an opportunity to relax and
meet up with Community Mothers from other areas.

Both the Parent and Toddler’s Groups and Two’s Club are very
well attended. Sue, who previously ran the Bawnogue Group,
left this year following the birth of her baby Tara, in April and
Yvonne Galvin is now facilitating that group assisted by Bernie.

I wish every success and happiness to the volunteers who left
the Programme over the year and I thank them for all their
efforts. I want to welcome all the new Community Mothers.
They are a delight to work with and I would like to say that I
hope each of you will be able to stay with us and give your
precious time to the families you visit.

This year, we also had a visit from Professor Dorothy Scott
from Australia. She showed a great interest in the Programme
when she met with a selection of Community Mothers and
Programme Parents. This gave a huge boost to the Community
Mothers, reinforcing the very important role they play in their
community by offering support sometimes when there are no
other similar programmes available.

Overall, the Community Mothers Programme continued to be
well-received and to provide invaluable support to new mums
in the area. This could not happen without the commitment of
the Community Mothers who gave so much of themselves and
for this I would like to sincerely thank them. I would like to
express my thanks to everyone I have had connection with in
carrying out the Programme in Local Health Office, Dublin
South City.

Once again, I would like to thank Brenda, Linda and Dolores,
the Director and Assistant Directors of Public Health Nursing
and all the Public Health Nurses for their support. But, most of
all, I would like to thank the Community Mothers for the
wonderful work they do in supporting mothers during the year.
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Marie Armstrong (CM) with
Rosemary McKeen (FDN)
Florence Burns (FDN) and
a CommuniPty Mother

In Session: Florence Burns with Triona Lucey
and Marie Nyhan.

Community Mother with
Florence Burns (FDN).

Marie Nyhan (FDN)
with
Maria Cullen
Community Mother.
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Group Meeting:
Cecilia Keogh
Community Mother,
Marie Armstrong
Community Mother,
Rosemary McKean
(FDN),
and
Jan O’Donoghue
Community Mother.

Bernie Rooney (FDN) with CM’s
Christine McCarthy & Frances Keenan

At Training Session:
Marie Patton (FDN)

FDN’s in Session:
Teresa Keegan with Ann O’Neill
12
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Teresa Keegan
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

T

As well as attending the 20-year Celebration Conference we
also organised the following events in our area:
− A presentation on weaning to mums on the Programme.
− Baby Massage presentation at the Parent and Toddler Group
− A visit to ‘Baby Gym’ and ‘Playzone’ with the Parent and
Toddler Group
− One of the Community Mothers gave a talk about the
Programme in the local community school.
− In addition, the Family Development Nurses produced a
poster on the Community Mothers Programme for the annual
conference of the Institute of Community Health Nursing.

We have six Parent and Toddler Groups all well attended each
week. The Travellers’ Parent and Toddler Group was moved
to Friday afternoons in order to facilitate working mothers. It
is a great success.

The on-going success of the Parent and Toddler Group has
been one of the highlights of the year. The Group has linked
with the local partnership and has worked with them to arrange
the Baby Massage and presentations on weaning for mums
and babies. A big thank you to Samantha and Ashling who run
and manage the Group every week.

he Community Mothers Programme continues to be well
received in the Finglas area, by both professionals and the
Programme families. This year the Community Mothers
Programme celebrated its twentieth anniversary. To mark the
occasion, a conference was held on the fifth of July in Dublin
Castle where Mary Harney T.D the Minister for Health and
Children presented the Community Mothers with their
certificates.

At present there are twenty Community Mothers visiting 160
families each month in their own homes. The also provide
additional breastfeeding support visits for the first two months
for new babies. We offer breastfeeding support at a Group every
Wednesday in Wellmount Health Centre. The Support Group
is growing in strength each year with the result that the mothers
are breastfeeding into their second year and are all waiting
until their babies are aged six months before starting spoonfeeding them.

I would like to thank the Community Mothers for their hard
work and ongoing commitment to the Programme. I would also
like to thank my colleagues in Rowlagh and Ballyfermot Health
Centres for their on-going support and promotion of the
Programme, as well as the Family Development Nurses and
Brenda.

This year we organised visits to a farm, to the Hurly Burly
Play Centre and to the Zoo for the parents and toddlers, all of
which were well-attended.

Rosemary McKean
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow

During the year, I also facilitated student nurses and student
Public Health Nurses who visited the Programme.

I

n! 2008 I had the pleasure of acting as caretaker for the
Community Mothers Programme in the Kildare / West
Wicklow area. It was enjoyable heading out of the ‘Big Smoke’
into the country. I will certainly miss those meetings with all
the Community Mothers in that area.

I would like to thank the following people for their support
during the past year: The Community Mothers, the Director of
the Programme and the Programme Secretary, the Public Health
Nurses in the Wellmount Health Centre, the Health Centre
porter Tommy O’ Leary, the Health Centre secretary, Michelle
Bolger, The staff of St. Bridget’s, St Malachy’s, St. Kevin’s
National Schools and of Finglas Library, the Director of Nursing
and all the Family Development Nurses.

A core group of stalwart Community Mothers kept the
Programme running despite not having a resident Family
Development Nurse. This did not prevent the volunteers from
visiting families and delivering the Programme in a perfect
manner. I would like to congratulate each and every one of
them for their perseverance and thank them for their generosity
of heart and time.
It was good that they were able to come to the 20th year
celebration in Dublin Castle and to the ‘Night at the Oscars’ –
our Christmas party in Dublin. I was so pleased that they were
able to meet up with all the other Community Mothers from
the other nine areas.

Ann O’ Neill
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin West

M

y third year with the Community Mothers Programme
has been both challenging and very rewarding. The
Programme continues to grow and is well received in the
community. This year has gone very well overall and I reached
my target of 16 Community Mothers for a period of a few
months. Then recruitment started again when two of the
Community Mothers left the Programme because they were
pregnant.

In 2009 we look forward to positive news regarding the
appointment of a permanent Family Development Nurse who
will coordinate the Programme in Kildare / West Wicklow.
There are so many parents who would benefit from participating
in the Programme and by doing so, it will maximise their role
as parents and so enable their children to reach forwards
towards their full potential.

So, presently I have 14 Community Mothers doing the homevisiting and recruitment is ongoing in order to increase this.

I would like to sincerely thank Brenda Molloy our Director for
all her support during this challenging time.
13
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Marie Nyhan
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Wicklow

Group. The birth rate in the area is high and the number of
breastfeeding mothers increased due to the large number of
mothers in the new apartments.
Our weekly Parent and Toddler Group was well attended.

O

We continued to facilitate student nurses from the Mater
Hospital, Direct Entry Midwifery Students and student Public
Health Nurses.

verall, 2008 was a very good year for the Community
Mothers Programme as it grew in strength and popularity
in the Wicklow area. The Programme continued to be well
received and was offered in Bray, Greystones and Wicklow
Town.

This year we celebrated the 20th anniversary of the Programme.
It was a lovely occasion.

As usual, we saw changes in the team of Community Mothers.
To Kate and Caroline we say congratulations on the birth of
their babies, and to Marian who left for health reasons we wish
a speedy recovery. Thank you all for your contribution. We
welcome the new Community Mothers who joined during the
year bringing with them new ideas.

I wish to thank the following people: the Community Mothers
past and present, the Director and Assistant Director of the
Public Health Nursing Service in Dublin North Central, the
Public Health Nurses, my Co-workers in Geraldstown House,
and Brenda Molloy, Director of the Community Mothers
Programme.

The Community Mothers continued to give generously of their
time in continuing with their home-visits to parents. One of the
big innovations during the year was the setting up of our Parent,
Baby and Toddler Group in April in a lovely bright inviting
venue in the grounds of Queen of Peace Church on Putland
Road, Bray. Its ongoing success highlights the need for such
an activity and the positive feedback has been very encouraging.
It has attracted a lot of new mums as well as mums who are
Programme Parents. A big thanks to Marian and Carol for their
commitment to the Group.

Marie Patton
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin North.

I

t has been another busy and successful year for the
Community Mothers Programme based in the Coolock area.
Our success is due to the positive contribution the Programme
brings to the families that we visit. All this would not be possible
without the energy and commitment of the wonderful team of
Community Mothers who give so generously of their time and
knowledge.

The monthly meetings were lively with valuable contributions
from all present and while the emphasis was on the quality of
the Programme, e.g. keeping the core philosophy to the
forefront, other topics of general interest were also included.

We warmly welcomed the new Community Mothers who joined
us this year and said sad farewells to those who left for a variety
of reasons that included new jobs, new locations or to become
full-time students.

The turnout and success of the 20-year Celebration Conference
was testimony to the vibrancy of the Programme overall. The
presence there of Mary Harney, T.D. Minister for Health and
Children gave us a great boost and was much appreciated.

The need for the Programme remains as strong as when it first
started. New mothers can be lonely, isolated and unsure. From
our Coolock base we do Programme visits in parts of Swords,
Moatview, Darndale, Kilbarrack, Edenmore and Donaghmeade.
This coming year we plan to offer the Programme to even more
families when our current trainee Community Mothers have
completed their training.

All that remains is for me to do is to thank the Community
Mothers for their amazing generosity, support and enthusiasm
throughout the year. Also a big thankyou to my Public Health
Nursing colleagues for their on-going support, and also, finally,
to Brenda Molloy, Director of the Programme.

T

The highlight of the year for all of us was our 20-year
Celebration Conference held in Dublin Castle in July. We had
such a wonderful day. To have everyone who is part of the
Community Mothers Programme gathered together in such a
beautiful and historic place generated an energy that was
electric. We still talk about it when we meet, the presentation
of certificates, the speakers, the lunch, the workshops. The pride
and confidence it gave us was immense.

We offered the Programme to ante-natal mothers whom we
met at the new Primary Care Ante-natal Classes in Ballymun
Health Centre. Twenty Community Mothers visited between
160 and 180 families monthly. We also offered breastfeeding
support through home visits and also through the Support

Our busy year has passed by very quickly. We have achieved
much. I would like to thank all those without whose help this
would not have been possible. Our team is not just our local
Community Mothers; it is also the Family Development Nurses,
our colleagues the Public Health Nurses, our local Director of
Public Health Nursing Mary Powell, Dolores and Maureen
Curtis and our Director, Brenda Molloy, who inspires and
supports us.

Bernie Rooney
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central
he Community Mothers Programme continues to be well
received in Ballymun. The provision of new homes
continued during the year and it was lovely to witness young
parents moving into their new homes that had gardens for their
children to enjoy.
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Florence Burns
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

fashioned. The stronger that connection is, and the greater the
mother’s awareness of her child’s development and her own
role as a mother is, the happier and more confident the child
will become. Community Mothers recognise these dynamics
and volunteer their time to support the new mother in achieving
her goals. I enjoy being part of this and I love witnessing the
community in action, doing what they know is good in a
friendly, non-judgmental and committed way. The evaluation
at the end of the final visit shows that the mothers appreciate it
too, having enjoyed both the support and the information
provided.

T

his year the Programme celebrated 20 years of homevisiting. That’s 20 years of experienced mothers supporting
first-time and some second-time mothers. The celebrations in
Dublin Castle were wonderful. The Minister for Health and
Children, Mary Harney T.D., presented the certificates to the
volunteers and made a lovely speech in praise of their great
work.

The Community Mothers are worth their weight in gold!
As we move through each decade of our lives, fashions come
and go, economies rise and fall, and babies are born and grow
into adults. The fashion or the economy may influence some
aspects of mothering, but the need to promote increased
awareness of parent – child connection never grows old-

The Programme needs a structure to operate within. There are
many people working to make this possible. I would like to
say thank you to all who support the work of the Programme. I
could not work in isolation.

Conference
Photos
taken on
the day
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Community Mothers with Samantha Kearney and
her Long-Service Award.

L. to R.: Brenda Molloy, Mary Harney T.D.,
David Coleman and Helena Kennedy.

L. to R.: Brenda Molly, Mary Harney T.D.
and Tammy Marshall

Gordon Harper
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Local Health Office, Dublin West (1)

Local Health Office, Dun Laoghaire

Local Health Office, Dublin South East

Local Health Office, Dublin South City
and Kildare West

Local Health Office, Dublin South West (1)
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Local Health Office, Dublin South West (2)

Local Health Office, Dublin North West

Local Health Office, Dublin North Central

Local Health Office, Dublin North

Local Health Office, Wicklow

Local Health Office, Dublin West (2)
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Gordon Harper
Programme Materials
Developer

B

renda Molloy and I continued to hold editorial meetings throughout
2008. In all, we met 13 times. These meetings were important as
they allowed us to regularly evaluate the various Programme materials,
discuss their usage and relevance while at the same time considering
any comments or queries passed on to us from those who use them. I
then had the task of making any alterations necessary and to present
new or edited material ready for printing for publication.

T

his year we decided that we would begin an annual complete backup
and storage in a single location of all Programme materials. We
decided to copy the data on to Flash Drives in preference to CD-ROMs
and to store these in a safe location at the Community Mothers
Programme office. The following work was done in order to make sure
the files would be readable on other computers if required:
A complete design-check on all document files
he collection of all graphic files to one location and copying to flash
drive
All document files copied in original Microsoft Publisher format
(Booklets, Illustrated Sheets, Manuals, Forms and Training materials,
etc.) to flash drive
ll documents copied in PDF format and saved to flash drive.

T

A
D

uring the year we completed the review and re-editing of the
Training Manual. This was done after several changes necessary
after taking into consideration the comments and suggestions from
third parties. The Manual will be a useful tool for training future homevisitors as it comprises of 60 fictitious but typical scenarios in the home
that can be studied and discussed during training seminars.

T

he 2007 Annual Report submissions were proof-read, edited and
annotated by me for discussion at the editorial meetings and
subsequent re-typing by the Programme Secretary. Each of the 116
submitted photographs illustrating the activities of the Programme
during the year were scanned, then edited and, in several cases, retouched before being presented for layout in the Report.

O

ther items needed printing during the year. These were mainly
replacement printer-ready copies of various Illustrated Sheets. The
2009 Calendar used in the Programme was also designed and printed
ready for publication.

T

here was also work to be done in preparation for the 20-year
Celebration Conference at Dublin Castle. For this, 137 photographs
to be included in a DVD presentation were scanned and edited. Also,
certificates were designed and created suitable for presentation to the
Family Development Nurses and Community Mothers ( and also myself)
at the Conference. These certificates were designed so as to indicate
the number of years each individual had served with the Programme.
It was encouraging to discover how many had been a long time with
the Programme, some even the full 20 years.
19
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T

his year also marked my 20th year working as volunteer with the
Programme developing Programme materials. I am very grateful for
being invited to the Conference where I was presented with a certificate
and a long-service award by Ms Mary Harney T.D. the Minister for Health
and Children. I also enjoyed participating in the other activities of the
day, the lecture by David Coleman and the workshops. It is good to meet
from time to time with the people who use the materials we produce and
it is certainly stimulating to see so many dedicated people gathered
together for a function like this.

I

would like to thank all those who gave constructive suggestions during
the year that helped us update and clarify the Programme materials.
Your positive feedback is always welcome. I would also like to thank
Brenda Molloy the Programme Director for her help and encouragement
and I trust that the materials we produce will continue to be fit for purpose,
training home-visitors and equipping them with up-to-date information
that they can use as a helpful tool in the supporting and empowering of
parents with young children.
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“My parents live thousands of
miles away from Ireland”

W

hen I was pregnant I read a
lot of books about pregnancy
and babies, visited Irish websites for
mums and mums-to-be and asked
my parents and friends for
information. But when my baby
arrived into the world, I understood
how unprepared I was, emotionally
and informationally. I had a lot of
questions such as what to do with
baby’s nappy rash, stuffed nose,
vomiting, how to start breastfeeding
and weaning, how to deal with
sleepless nights and social
isolation? I also had a lot of
questions about baby care and I
didn’t know ‘Irish specifics’ in
postnatal healthcare. My parents
live thousands of miles away from
Ireland. They brought me up 25
years ago without disposable
nappies and washing machines and
had never heard about postnatal
depression (It does not mean that
people never had this problem) . I
needed emotional support and
practical guidance on how to care
for my baby.
I signed up for this Programme
when Leo was 2 months old mainly
to improve my English. I didn’t
know really what I was signing up
for. Now I can tell that it was one of
the best decisions I have ever made.
Catherine Thornton was my first
Community Mother. She introduced
me to the Programme and gave me
lots of helpful tips and information
about childcare and development
issues for the first 6 months. It was
exactly what I needed. When I
changed address, Rionnach became
my Community Mother. She helped
me to expand my social activities
and gave me details of some local
Parent and Toddler Groups and now
I am attending 3 of them.
It’s so amazing to meet other parents
and their babies and see how my
Leo masters his social skills and I
would like to say, “Rionnach, I love
the hour we spend together. Your
visits give me lots of energy and
build my confidence as a mother. I

look forward to your visit each
month and I value them very much”.
I would highly recommend this
Programme to any new mum,
especially non-Irish nationals, to get
information about childcare and to
get emotional support.
Thank you very much for your
energy, enthusiasm and support! I
would like to say, “Community
Mothers, you are doing a very
important job that is more than can
be easily measured”.
Veronica
Programme Parent
Local Health Office Dun
Laoghaire

“It is invaluable to have the
support and empathy of another
experienced mother”

T

he Community Mothers
Programme is a fantastic
resource for first-time mothers. It is
invaluable to have the support and
empathy of another experienced
mother. While family and friends
are a help, it is also of great benefit
to talk to somebody outside of your
circle who is impartial and with
whom you can talk easily. In
addition, my Community Mother
has given me a lot of information
on the local area that has been very
helpful as I am new to the
community. I hope someday to be
able to return the favour by helping
other first time mums.
Deirdre
Programme Parent
Local Health Office Dublin South
City

“I would like to thank
Catherine for her continuous
support”

I

would like to thank Catherine for
her continuous support. She
started to visit us when our daughter
was three months old and, from that
day on, I knew there was someone I
could always rely on. In my new
country, with my parents far away,
and with very few friends to talk to,
Catherine was always there for me
with her important guidance and
support and ‘friendly shoulder’ all
of which was so absolutely
necessary for me in those first few
months after the birth.
I strongly recommend Catherine as
an excellent, extremely supportive
and
reliable Community Mother.
Maria
Programme Parent
Local Health Office Dublin South
East
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“I would urge more parents,
especially first-time parents, to
take up the offer of the
Community Mother’s support
and guidance”.

A

s a first-time mum of an active
baby boy, I wanted to write this
letter to thank the Community
Mothers Programme for all the help
I received from my local
Community Mother, Ann, and also
to encourage more parents to take
part in the Programme. Being a new
parent is an exciting and sometimes
overwhelming experience and it
was wonderful to have the help and
knowledge of the Community
Mother. I found the whole
experience brilliant, from the
informal chats and encouragement
to the guidance on mealtimes,
illnesses and sleepless nights. There
were also reminders about health-
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checks and immunisations. It was
great to know that there was another
experienced mother available for
me to discuss any issues I had,
someone who wasn’t related to me
or emotionally involved who could
listen to my ‘ups and downs’ and
give me the support that I needed. I
would definitely take part again if I
have any more children and I would
urge more parents, especially firsttime parents, to take up the offer of
the Community Mother’s support
and guidance.
Karen
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin Mid Leinster

“Each month she would focus
on me and my nutrition and
other needs, as well as on what
my son needed”.

W

hen my baby was born I was
a bit anxious about being a
mother. Then my Community
Mother started calling and soon I
was feeling more confident.
My son is one year old now and I
am back at work. I really enjoyed
being on the Programme. It gave me
a feeling of security and confidence
that what I am doing is along the
right lines. I like it when people ask
about the baby, but Deirdre would
always ask about me as well and I
loved that.
Each month she would focus on me
and my nutrition and other needs,
as well as on what my son needed. I
always looked forward to her visits.
The fact that she was not part of my
family added an extra dimension.
Programme Parent
Local Health Office Dublin South
West

“I never knew that such a
Programme existed but now
that I do, I know how special
and needed it is”

I

have been lucky to have been
involved with the Community
Mothers Programme over the last
year and have found it very
valuable.
I never knew that such a Programme
existed but now that I do, I know
how special and needed it is. There
is so much benefit from having
someone there for you and your
child a ‘friendly face’ who you can
talk to and get practical information
from, someone who has been
through the magical and sometimes
demanding
experience
of
motherhood. My experiences as a
new mother have been helped along
by the genuine support I have
received from my Community
Mother. She has been a ‘kind word’,
a ‘helpful hand’ and has given me
lovely guidance over the past
months and I know how important
it is to me and could be for so many
other young mothers.
The way in which the Programme
usually works is the Community
Mother drops in by appointment to
see me and my baby in my home.
We will usually sit and have a chat
over a cup of coffee and any
guidance I might need about
medical appointments, feeding
routines, developmental needs or
sleeping habits are gone through
and discussed. She gives me
accurate information on what
services are available to me and my
child and how to access them. She
will always check to see how I am
coping and what assistance I might
need. It’s hard to say exactly what
it is that makes the Programme
work, but it just does.
I suppose it’s more about the
Community Mothers and how they
are able to relate so easily to the
mums and children they visit. They
have a knack of making both you
and what you have to say seem
22

important. I always feel that I have
someone I can rely on to talk to.
There is not a lot of practical
services out there for new parents
and especially a programme like
this that comes to your door. This is
a great Programme that needs to be
experienced to be believed. I hopeto
have it in my life and my child’s life
for some time to come.
Celine
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

“I found the Community
Mothers Programme a great
support”

I

found the Community Mothers
Programme a great support,
especially when I had my first child
as he was very sickly. It really
helped having Irene, my
Community Mother call once a
month. The Illustrated Sheets that
she brought were very helpful. She
was also able to tell me about
Mother and Toddler groups, preschools and primary schools in my
area.
Christine
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

“Michelle is an excellent
Community Mother who over
the past year and a half has
become a good friend”.

M

ichelle has been visiting our
home since the birth of my
first son, Tadhg, 19 months ago. Our
second son arrived 6 months ago.
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Michelle has offered practical,
impartial support. She is both kind
and friendly. I look forward to her
visits knowing that I can discuss any
concerns that I may have about the
children with her.
I feel the Community Mothers
Programme is an invaluable service
offered to first-time mothers. It
covers all aspects of parenting for
example, immunisations, weaning,
learning to play with your child and
child-safety.
Michelle is an excellent Community
Mother who over the past year and
a half has become a good friend.
Carol
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin West

“I felt very supported when we
met especially during the initial
visits”

A

fter my son was born in
October 2008, I was quickly
contacted by one of the volunteers
in the Community Mothers
Programme. This came as a
welcome surprise and I was happy
to be involved in the Programme. It
was great to have contact with
someone outside of my circle who
had been through the experience of
raising children. I felt very
supported when we met especially
during the initial visits. It was great
to have someone to discuss my
concerns with and great to be
listened to and to receive positive
feedback regarding my son. I also
received useful information both
verbal and printed during these
monthly visits. Being involved in
the
Community
Mothers
Programme was a valuable
experience for our family.
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow

“I found the programme very
rewarding”

T

he Community Mothers
Programme has been a big help
to me and my baby. I decided to
accept the Programme as I felt it
would help me and teach me to be a
better parent. Being a first-time
mammy I expected it to be difficult.
You don’t always know where to
start or where you’re going wrong.
The
Community
Mothers
Programme gave me the confidence
and support I needed to become a
better parent. I found the
Programme very rewarding. It
taught me so much and I have
benefited in many ways from it. I
feel I have gained so much over the
past two years. Both my partner and
I have learned a lot. I have become
more aware of my family’s food and
my baby’s nutritional needs. I have
learned so much about babies’
behaviour, bed-time routines,
weaning, safety, child-development
and lots more. I made the right
choice by participating in this
Programme and I would urge any
parent to partake as it is successful
especially if you’re a first-time
parent. I found the company good
when Marie would make her
monthly visits, and my baby and I
have made a good friend as well as
being in the Community Mothers
Programme.
Through being in the Programme
we were also informed of the
Mother and Toddler Group which
has played a big role in my child’s
development. He has come out of
himself so much and I myself have
made new friends. The Community
Mothers Programme has helped me
in many different ways and has also
kept me focused. It has worked for
me and my baby and I am delighted
I could be a part of it.
Tanya
Programme Parent.
Local Health Office
Wicklow
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“I really enjoyed Rachel coming
to visit me and my lovely baby
Emma.”

I

really enjoyed Rachel coming to
visit me and my lovely baby
Emma. Even though my two sisters
had babies before me, I still was
very nervous when I had Emma.
Rachel’s visits gave me confidence
and helped me to worry less and
even to feel happy and to be able to
do more for myself and my baby.
Rachel is a very happy person and I
am grateful to her and the
Community Mothers Programme.
Sarah
Programme Parent.
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

“Thank you Siobhán and Bernie
for supporting me and
helping me to breastfeed my
baby son, Seán”.

T

hank you Siobhán and Bernie
for supporting me and helping
me to breastfeed my baby son, Seán.
It was a beautiful experience. Early
on I needed help and I was glad you
were there for me. The
Breastfeeding Group was also very
enjoyable, meeting mums whose
babies were older than mine and
meeting mums who had gone back
to work. It also helped me to make
friends with other mums in the
locality.
Keep up the good work!
Best of luck,
Audrey
Breastfeeding mother.
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central
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“The Programme has been very
useful to me as I was new in the
community when I was first
introduced to it”.

M

y name is Helen and I am 28
years old. I come from
Camaroon in West Africa. I have
two children aged 4 years and 12
months. I have been involved with
the
Community
Mothers
Programme for nine months.

prepares them for school
You are always welcomed warmly
and greeted by ‘a friendly face’. I
think it is a brilliant addition to our
community.
Sarah
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

The Programme has been very
useful to me as I was new in the
community when I was first
introduced to it. Having someone to
talk to from time to time who
understood where I came from and
the difficulties I was facing every
day, was priceless to me.
Also, the guidance on nutrition for
my son and information about what
vaccine he should have were very
welcome. I hope that other mothers
will get the opportunity to
participate in the Programme and
benefit as I have done.

Thank you so much! A
Programme Parent writes

T

o Teresa, Debbie, Marie, Sandra
and Teresa II and all at the
Breastfeeding Group.
Thank you so much for everything.
You all have been so helpful and
kind over the months since Molly’s
birth. I will miss you all and so will
Molly. She will also miss the other
babies. I will drop in soon.
From Shelly and Molly.
Programme Parent and Child
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

To Teresa and team
We just wanted to thank you for being so helpful
with our little baby. I really do not know what I
would have done without you.
All the best
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

Thank you,
Helen.
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

To Teresa and Team,

T

hank you so much for all your
help, support and guidance since Seán was
born. If you’d told me that first Wednesday we
met when I was supplementing after every feed
that I’d still be breastfeeding Seán at 10 months,
I wouldn’t have believed it possible!

“I’ve been attending the Parent
and Toddler Group for 6 years
with my two daughters”.

M

y name is Sarah. I’ve been
attending the Parent and
Toddler Group for 6 years with my
two daughters. It has been a brilliant
place where I can come and meet
other mothers, share experiences
and make some lifelong friends.

Best wishes,
Brid.
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

I look forward to it and the children
love it. It’s a great way for them to
interact, learn routines and it
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“I see the role of the
Programme as that of building
confidence in new parents…”

I

joined the Community Mothers
Programme as a Community
Mother in April 2008. I had been a
recipient of the Programme when
my first child was born and had
found it very beneficial. While I was
a little nervous at first about
becoming a Community Mother and
wasn’t sure I would have the
necessary experience and skills, the
training and the wonderful support
and guidance provided by my
Family Development Nurse, Trióna,
gave me the confidence I needed to
get started.

As an individual, I often feel that I
am getting as much if not more from
the Programme as my families are.
I feel very privileged to be part of
the lives of these families. I also
enjoy regular meetings with Trióna
and the other Community Mothers
in the local area, and the way we
are always learning from each
other’s experiences.
Carol Kelly
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dun Laoghaire

“At first it took a while to
establish myself as a
Community Mother as it was
summertime”

I

joined the Programme as a
Community Mother last Summer.
The phone call from Rosemary
McKean came at a great time for
me as I had just been reading my
parenting books and marvelling at
the wonder of the ever-evolving role
of a parent. It is by far my favourite
role in life to date and I feel very
lucky and privileged to be mother
to my four wonderful daughters.
At first it took a while to establish
myself as a Community Mother as
it was summertime. Having spoken
to other Community Mothers I
realise that having people leave the
Programme can be the case, as the
circumstances of some new mothers
change during the first year of
motherhood.

I think the Programme is excellent
for a number of reasons. Every
parent wants to do the best for their
child and to be the best parent they
can be. The Programme offers
parents the support and nondirective guidance that new parents
need to enable them to care for and
nurture their children as they grow
and develop. I see the role of the
Programme as that of building
confidence in new parents and
giving them resources to help them
parent their children to the best of
their ability. The emphasis on the
mother taking care of herself as well
as her baby is very important too,
as many new mums often forget to
care for themselves as they focus on
their new arrival. Perhaps the most
important aspect of the Programme
is that it acknowledges the
importance of the role that parents
play in the lives of their children and
this acknowledgement in itself is
very encouraging for new parents.

W

I really enjoy visiting my
Programme families and seeing how
the new parents become more
confident and relaxed as they grow
into their new role, and how
parenting becomes more natural and
instinctive as the months go by. It
is also wonderful to watch the
babies grow – they change so much
from one visit to the next.

In fact, I now have a part-time job
that I love and this is as a result of
my involvement in the Programme.
I look forward to reaching the 10year mark and beyond.
Catherine Evesson
Local Health Office Dublin South
East

“I now have a part-time job that
I love and this is as a result
of my involvement in
the Programme”
hen my third child was 18
months old, my Public
Health Nurse asked if I would
consider becoming a Community
Mother. Having been a stay-athome mum, I thought it would be a
great way to get out of the house
and meet new people. That was 8
years ago and I have thoroughly
enjoyed visiting lots of new mothers
and babies from all over the world.
I feel I have benefited from the
Programme greatly in terms of selfconfidence, having always been a
rather shy person.
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What I enjoyed about the
Programme is that it is communitybased and you get a great sense of
belonging to a wider circle than
your immediate friends and family.
I find that when you establish a
rapport with mothers, not only are
you helping them to find their feet
but you feel very honoured to be
involved in their lives at this vital
time. It is very much a two-way
process and therefore rewarding to
all involved.
It is essential to have the regular
meetings with Rosemary and the
other Community Mothers so as not
to feel isolated in your interactions
with new mothers. The system of
feedback is excellent as any
concerns can be aired and dealt with
and you feel that you are part of a
team. At times I found the paperwork slightly challenging but
learned to concentrate on this as
well as the relationship with the new
mother above all else. I have met
some wonderful people through the
Programme and have been inspired
in many different ways since
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joining.
Aisling Grimley
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

“On my first visit with a mother
I was nervous, but the
visit went well”.

B

eing the mother of two adult
sons, I felt redundant.
However, a friend of mine told me
about the Community Mothers
Programme. At first I was a bit
hesitant about taking part, I didn’t
think I would be able to knock on
someone’s door and have enough
confidence to even introduce
myself.
I met with Florence Burns, the
Family Development Nurse. We hit
it off straight away. With the
training Florence gave me I felt
completely at ease with my new
role. On my first visit with a mother
I was nervous but the visit went
well. I was so happy I wanted to skip
home.
I have been a Community Mother
for a year now and I absolutely love
it. Seeing the mothers and their
babies grow together makes me
realise that I am privileged to share
with them in this journey. I am
learning so much from these
wonderful mothers who have also
become my friends.
With the great support I receive
from Florence, my confidence
continues to soar. I really enjoy
working in the community and hope
to be part of the Programme for a
long time to come.
Audrey O’ Brien
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

“I really feel I get as much from
the Programme as the
mothers do”.

H

aving a bit of time on my hands
and not wishing to return to
work, I struggled to find something
that would get me out of the house,
but still allow me to pursue my other
interests. By chance, I came across
the
Community
Mothers
Programme and signed up.
Presently the Programme has given
me the opportunity to meet people
that I would never normally have
met and I feel privileged that these
new mothers allow me into their
homes at such a special time in their
lives. When explaining the
Community Mother concept to
these women I always say it’s an
informal support network. Most of
“my” mothers appreciate the chance
to voice their concerns about their
babies in the relaxed atmosphere of
their own home.
Because I am not a professional, we
can chat about things that may seem
trivial in a professional
environment.
I really feel I get as much from the
programme as the mothers do. I love
meeting them and their babies and
seeing them both thrive and grow
together.
Susan Murphy
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin Mid Leinster

“The 20-year Celebration
Conference in Dublin Castle
was brilliant”

T

he 20-year Celebration
Conference in Dublin Castle
was brilliant.
Even though I was new to the
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Programme I really felt part of it and
appreciated being treated so well.
It was nice to hear Mary Harney
speaking so highly of the work that
we Community Mothers do.
David Coleman’s speech was great
too.
Audrey O’ Brien
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

“Having a new baby is
exhausting no matter how the
baby gets fed.”

E

astern Europe and Africa in the
last year. All of these consider
breastfeeding a new baby to be
normal.
Sometimes we in Ireland are in
danger
of
unintentionally
discouraging women from
breastfeeding, because we tend to
think of breastfeeding as something
‘special’ instead of something
‘normal’. This was an idea put
forward at a breastfeeding support
revision day that I recently attended,
and from listening to mums I have
met through the Community
Mothers Programme, I think it is
true.
We tend to put breast feeding mums
on a pedestal as ‘ideal mums’ who
are somehow superhuman and don’t
need as much sleep as the rest of
us, and it’s probably a fear of failure
that puts some women off the idea
of ever trying to achieve this high
standard. I have heard some mums
say they are up a lot at night – maybe
2 or 3 times – while another mum
(usually from a more probreastfeeding culture) will say she
was hardly up at all – just 2 or 3
times! I think that, because of our
tendency to think of breastfeeding
mums as special, many Irish mums
perceive breastfeeding to be much
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Local Health Office Wicklow
Local Health Office Dublin West

Local Health Office Dublin South City

Local Health Office Dublin South City

Teresa Ward
at the
Mansion House
to receive
her
Unsung
Hero Award.
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more difficult than it actually is.
The fact is that almost all mums can
breastfeed if they choose to. Yes, it
takes a little time for mum and baby
to learn how to breastfeed, but it
also takes time to master the making
and sterilising of bottles. It isn’t
breastfeeding itself that is tiring,
bottle-feeding mums get very tired
too. Having a new baby is
exhausting no matter how the baby
gets fed.
As a Community Mother who does
some breastfeeding support visits,
I hope that I can help mums who
are feeling exhausted or anxious to
realise that this is how all new
mums feel at some time or other no
matter how they are feeding their
baby. I always try to emphasise the
positive angle – at least with
breastfeeding you get the chance to
sit down and rest and you don’t have
to go down stairs in the middle of
the night to heat a bottle. It is
probably the only activity there is
which enables you to burn off a load
of calories without ever getting up
out of the armchair.
Breastfeeding is not just nutritious,
it also promotes a real emotional
and physical closeness between a
mother and her baby. So, when you
come across a mum who is
breastfeeding, don’t think of her as
a super mum. And if she breastfeeds
for 3 days, 3 weeks, 3 months or 3
years, she is well on the way to
becoming not a ‘special’ mum, just
a ‘good enough’ or ‘normal’ mum.
Deirdre Conway
Community Mother
Local Health Office Dublin South
West

“In the last six months I have
been there for all my
mothers…..”

I

started working as a Community
Mother six months ago. I know
that for me having a Community
Mother when I had my son was
great, because I knew that every
month she would come and listen
and talk to me and help me in
anyway she could. So when my
friend asked me would I become a
Community Mother I jumped at it
because I know how hard it is when
you have a baby and feel like you
are on your own.
In the last six months I have been
there for all my mothers to help and
support them in any way I can and
they all know that I am at the end of
the phone. It is very rewarding work
being a Community Mother and
helping women who are just like I
was when I had my son. It is a great
way to spend your free time if you
have some and to know you are
helping women like you.
Denise Hannon
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin West

“I have found that my time as a
Community Mother has been
both rewarding and
challenging.”

M

eeting new people has been
enjoyable and has helped me
to realise that my own experience
and knowledge as a mother is
valued. Selecting the relevant
information for each mother visited
is both interesting and educational.
Knowing that this information and
support may help the babies reach
their developmental ‘milestones’ is
also very satisfying.
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During the last year our area has had
the extra challenge of being without
a local Family Development Nurse.
From this has emerged a greater
spirit of teamwork among the
Community Mothers as we have
had to work a little more
independently, relying on our own
resources and experience.
Cecilia Keogh
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow

“I am a Community Mother
for twelve years now.”

I

have been a Community Mother
for twelve years now. At the
moment there are only four of us in
this area. Since Susan Abrook, our
Family Development Nurse left
almost a year ago, we have had
Rosemary McKean visiting us on a
temporary basis. It was great to have
Rosemary to give us extra support
and encouragement to keep the
Programme going. It was a new
challenge for me as Brenda Molloy
gave me the responsibility of
keeping the Programme up and
running in this area. The experience
was great and I enjoyed it very
much. Hopefully we will soon get
word on Martina O’ Kelly, a former
Family Development Nurse
returning to the Programme.
At the moment I visit five new
mothers and babies. All the mothers
are all very different and have
different circumstances but they
have one common goal and that is
to try and do what’s best for their
babies. I hope that the experience I
have gained from my own three
children can be of some benefit to
the mothers I visit. I also think that
the
Community
Mothers
Programme is a learning experience
for both mother and visitor.
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With confidence and determination,
we look forward to the challenges
that 2009 will bring. I would like to
thank my colleagues Jan, Janette
and Cecilia for all their hard work
and commitment during the year.
Marie Armstrong.
Community Mother.
Local Health Office Kildare /
West Wicklow

“Each month we have a group
meeting with the other
Community Mothers in our
area”.

I

got involved in the Programme
in September 2007. At that time
I was working part-time and saw the
Programme advertised in my local
Health Centre. I made contact with
Marie the Family Development
Nurse and she explained how the
Programme worked. I started my
training in August and by
September it was time for my first
visit. This was very nerve-wracking
but, by the end of my second visit, I
was more relaxed. I feel the
Programme is a great facility for
new mothers as many of them with
first babies have family and friends
who are all working and so they
really look forward to the
Programme visits. The feed-back I
get from mothers is that they get a
great sense of fulfilment in hearing
and being assured that they are the
most important person to their baby.
Also, in my experience, they love
to be able to talk to someone who is
really interested about their baby
and about how they are finding
motherhood. This Programme is
great for us Community Mothers
too as we gain the experience of
contacting new mothers, arranging
visits and being involved in a
training programme. I actually look
forward to the visits as it is great
watching how much the children

develop over each month and
having a meaningful chat with the
mothers as sharing experiences is
what the Programme is about.

For me it brings back memories of
my mothering role with my own
children when they were at this
young age and it’s hard to believe
they are now 16 and 12 years old.
Each month we have a group
meeting with the other Community
Mothers in our area. These meetings
are very enjoyable as we are
updated on new issues that have
arisen. We also share experiences
and Marie updates our training. I am
now back working fulltime but I
have decided to keep involved with
the Programme as I enjoy the
experience. I feel the Community
Mothers Programme is a great
facility for mums and to be a part
of this is very rewarding. I would
like to thank Marie and all involved
in the setting up of the Programme
for making this rewarding
experience possible.
Teresa Grant
Community Mother.
Local Health Office
Wicklow

experiences.
It has also provided an opportunity
for me to socialise with some of my
neighbours in a way that maybe
would not have been possible if I
hadn’t been involved with the
Programme.
Being an immigrant myself, I found
it very lonely and difficult when my
children were born. So I am glad to
give my support to any new mothers
who may be experiencing the
isolation I felt nine years ago.
When I was introduced to the
Programme five years ago, I was
completely unaware of its existence
and so thought that it would be
mainly geared towards working
with settled families. After I met
with Teresa and she explained to me
that the aim of the Programme was
to be supportive to all parents, I
suggested to her that I thought I
could be of value to the people I
knew in the refugee community.
I have mostly worked with mothers
in the Refugee Centre and with
immigrants and I do feel that it
makes a huge difference to them just
having somebody to talk to.
I have visited at least 50 babies in
the time I have been with the
Programme and it is always a joy to
see them and their mothers doing
well even after they have left the
Programme.

“I have mostly worked with
mothers in the Refugee Centre
and with immigrants”.

M

y name is Eya Ofuka and I
have been a Community
Mother working with the
Community Mothers Programme in
Finglas for 5 years.
It has been a very rewarding
experience for me because it has
given me an opportunity to get to
meet mothers like me and to share
32

Unfortunately, one of the babies I
worked with took ill and died and
my thoughts will always be with her.
Overall, my experiences have been
very positive and I have made so
many new friends through the
Programme for which I will always
remain thankful to the Community
Mothers Programme.
Eya Ofuka
Community Mother.
LHO Dublin North West
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Section VII

Comments from Facilitators of
Breastfeeding Support Groups
& Parent and Toddler Groups
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Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

O

ur Parent and Toddler Group
meets in the social room in An
Solas Community Centre. We
normally have ten children there,
but some weeks we can have fifteen,
which can be a bit hectic. The
children start off with a play time
where the parents can also have a
chance to chat and catch up on the
week’s goings on. We then have a
snack of juice and toast together. We
have an action CD which is great
for getting the parents and children
laughing. We march, sweep, dance
and sing together. It’s great fun. I
think the Parent and Toddler Group
provides a great way for parents and
children to meet and I have made
some great friends through it.
Audrey Cunningham
Community Mother

an enjoyable day for all. Then, at
Christmas, we had Santa and
presents; it was an exciting day too.
If it wasn’t for the parents in the area
the Group would not be successful.
So we would like to thank all the
parents and toddlers for a brilliant
year and a half and we hope to see
many more attend in the future.
Many thanks to all.
Aisling Seery / Samantha
Kearney

Breastfeeding Support Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

W

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

T

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin West

O

ur Parent and Toddler Group
has been up and running since
March 2007. It is based in Dóchas
House in Liscarne Gardens. We
have 10 toddlers coming every
week and it’s always an enjoyable
time. We had lovely days out at the
Playzone in Celbridge and we also
went to The Little Gym in the
Clarion Hotel at Liffey Valley and
then over to The Arc for lunch as
it’s the parents’ day out too.
All this was possible thanks to the
Clondalkin Partnership who funded
us. There is also a •2 fee for the
Group. We provide tea and coffee,
biscuits and a healthy snack for the
children. At Hallowe’en we dressed
up and had a party with them. It was

here are six Parent and Toddler
Groups in the Finglas area. The
friendly and relaxed atmosphere
creates a perfect environment for
the mothers to chat over a cup of
coffee or tea and for the children to
play. We have story-time, painting
and a sing-along which the kids
love. On their birthdays we get a
little birthday cake and have a party.
During the Summer we visited a
farm. At Hallowe’en we had a fancy
dress party. All the kids looked
great. At Christmas we had a visit
from Santa with presents for
everyone. Before we say farewell
to the children in July, as they move
on to Early Start, we organise a
sports’ day which is great fun. I
think the groups provide a great way
for mothers to meet new people and
to make new friends and for the
children just to enjoy themselves.
Patricia Kelly, Anne Saul and
Mary Byrne
Community Mothers
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e gave support through homevisits and group meetings to
56 mothers last year. With the new
homes and apartments in the local
area there are many more mothers
needing support. The big difference
is that they intend to go back to work
after the baby arrives, seem very
well informed but often put
themselves under undue stress with
unreachable goals. We encourage
them to relax and learn to enjoy
their new babies.
This year we also gave talks on the
benefits of breastfeeding at the ante
natal classes in the Ballymun Health
Centre
Talking to mothers with limited
English or with no English has
presented a challenge. Our miming
skills have greatly improved!
Many of our mothers are nonnationals and include Russians,
Indians, Pakistanis and Poles. We
even had a mother from the
Seychelles.
Our group is very informal and we
hope, helpful giving good researchbased information. It is well
attended.
Siobhán Ormond-Roberts.
Community Mother.
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Breastfeeding
Support Group
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Patent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

T

his has been a great year for our
Group. We have had so many
nationalities (including Russian,
Polish and Indian) attend with
everyone getting on well with the
local mothers.
We are blessed with our premises
in Geraldstown House. It was
purpose built, spacious with an
outdoor play area. We meet weekly.
Our Hallowe’en and Christmas
parties were the highlights of the
year - a lot of hard work but well
worth the effort. Three children
graduated to ‘big school’ this year
but still return on occasions to visit
us.
There is a great camaraderie
amongst the mothers.
We also use this Group to promote
information on healthy life-choices,
e.g. stopping smoking or Smoking
Cessation and understanding the
new childhood immunisation
schedule.
Most of all, we play with the
children, feed them with healthy
food such as fruit and make them
laugh.
Ann Doyle
Community Mother.

The Breastfeeding Group
LHO Dublin North

O

ur Breastfeeding Support
Group meets weekly on
Thursday mornings in Coolock. The
numbers attending vary from four
to seven. This reflects the numbers
locally who breastfeed. The oldest

babies in the group are ages 5,6 and
8 months.
New mothers attending the Group
gain great hope and confidence
when they see big sturdy babies who
have been fed on breastmilk and
meet mothers who have been
successful in breastfeeding. All the
mothers discuss their problems and
successes. They share solutions and
tips, compare notes and many firm
friendships are formed. They are an
adventurous group. They have gone
off together to attend baby massage,
baby yoga and baby swimming
classes.
New ideas are spread quickly
amongst the group.
Liz, a Programme parent
commented, “As a first-time mum,
I find attending the Breastfeeding
Support Group a great way to meet
other mothers. Attending it has
given me great confidence to
continue breastfeeding”.
Marie, another Programme Parent
said, “When I attend the
Breastfeeding Support Group I
don’t feel that I am alone as a
breastfeeding mother. I can talk
about my baby and share my
experiences”.
The
Community
Mothers
Programme is committed to
promoting and supporting
breastfeeding. In this we follow the
directives of United Nations
Education, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation, World Health
Organisation and the Health Service
Executive regarding breastfeeding.
By providing the Breastfeeding
Support Group and by doing homevisits to breastfeeding mothers and
their babies is the way in which we
can make a difference in the
promotion of breastfeeding. In order
to try to increase the numbers of
mothers who breastfeed in this area,
we teach the art of breastfeeding and
provide relevant handouts to antenatal mothers. We have also
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contacted the local G.Ps informing
them of our services and the Support
Group. We have also contacted the
ante-natal
and
post-natal
departments in the local maternity
hospitals and display our posters
advertising what we do in a variety
of venues locally.
Breastfeeding was once the norm
and not the exception in Ireland.
Many of our new residents
breastfeed by tradition. Cultures can
change and I feel sure that Irish
mothers, given support and
information, will be more likely to
breastfeed in the future.
Marie Patton
Family Development Nurse

The Mother and Baby Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North

O

ur Mother and Baby Group
meets on Monday mornings
for 2 hours. The youngest baby
attending is just three months old
and the oldest is now two. He first
attended at the age of 2 months.
We don’t have a specific age for the
children who can join the Group as
the purpose of the Group is to allow
mothers meet each other and to
allow their babies, toddlers, etc. to
develop social skills. We provide a
warm, welcoming and safe place for
them to meet together each week.
Many friendships have blossomed
between the mothers. Several
arrange to meet along the route to
our meeting room and walk
together. They also may meet for
lunch or in the local parks later in
the week.
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The children have fun. They explore
the space, enjoy the toys and music
and, as the year progresses, so do
they, as they learn to walk, talk, etc.
When they are older they bring
these acquired skills to the next
level - playschool and we say
farewell to them.
This year we had some fathers
attend the Group. They were
welcomed and enjoyed the
experience but in general it is the
mothers who stay at home with the
children and are free to bring them
to the Group.
Before we close for the summer
holidays we have an outing. This
year we went to “Energy” play
complex. All the mothers had coffee
and cakes and the children explored
the large safe areas and played in
the ball pits and on suitably sized
slides and climbing frames.
We had a Christmas party in
December. Santa came and
everyone got a book as a present and
we had photos taken of all the
children with Santa. However, some
of the children didn’t like ‘the man
in red with the beard’.
We will continue providing the
Mother and Baby Group as it adds
so much joy to those who attend.
Margaret Hegarty, Helen Grimes
and May Martin
Community Mothers

Parent and Toddler Group.
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

T

he Parent and Toddler Group in
Avilla Park is still going strong.
We have changed our Group to a
Friday afternoon to suit working
parents and now meet from 2pm to

4pm. We enjoy a chat and a cup of
tea and we promote healthy eating.
We also enjoy a day out with the
babies and toddlers. Our last trip
was to Hurley Burly, a Play Centre.
A great time was had by all. Ten
families have attended the Group
during the last year and we are
always happy to see new families
coming. We have a good chat and
have great fun playing with the kids.
We organise a sing-song, jig-saw
puzzle making and colouring. The
group is facilitated by Community
Mothers Anne Saul and Winnie
McDonagh, and also by Teresa
Keegan the Family Development
Nurse.
Anne Saul
Community Mother.

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

E

very Thursday and Friday,
Shirley and I run the Parent and
Toddler Group in Finglas. On
Thursdays we meet in Finglas
Library. This is a great location for
our activities as it is well situated
in Finglas Village and because it
provides pre-reading material,
which is vital for the encouragement
of early reading. The Library has a
warm and inviting atmosphere
which gives the parents and us a
great chance to socialise, discuss
child-rearing and also to play with
the kids. The various activities that
we engage in with the toddlers
include reading, jig-saw puzzles and
games. Although attendance can
sometimes be low, we feel it is still
a valuable asset that benefits parents
and toddlers in the locality in many
ways. For this reason we plan to
continue our efforts to encourage
new parents to join with us on
Thursdays.
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On Fridays, we meet in St Kevin’s
School and there is always a great
turnout, regardless of the weather!
Mothers, fathers and grandparents
are all welcome and regularly come
to enjoy the lively atmosphere along
with their toddlers. They can enjoy
tea and biscuits and avail of an
opportunity to discuss the latest
ideas for raising their children. It is
also a chance to unwind and relax.
Our usual routine begins with
playtime and arts and crafts.
The parents enjoy this time when
they can interact with their children
and encourage them to be creative
and imaginative. The toddlers then
have a break and we provide them
with fruit, snacks and drinks.
Afterwards we teach them nursery
rhymes and sing along with them.
This year, for our annual trips we
decided to visit a farm and also the
Hurly Burly Centre. We looked
forward to these occasions as we
always get a lot of parents and
toddlers interested in going along.
At Christmas we had our visit from
Santa as usual. During the year, we
also celebrated birthdays for each
of our toddlers by having a party for
them.
As a facilitator it gives me great
pleasure to watch the children learn
and grow. Toddlers and parents
alike form friendships from these
activities and events. I myself have
made lifelong friends during my
time with the parents and toddlers.
I would like to thank Shirley, Phil
and all the parents who attend each
week. And, of course, Teresa
Keegan, who always gives guidance
and information when needed
which can be passed on to the
parents. I hope we can continue to
help and support new parents in the
area for many more years to come.
Tammy Marshall
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin North West
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Breastfeeding Support Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

W

e have a very successful
Breastfeeding Support
Group that is held in Wellmount
Health Centre, Finglas every
Wednesday from 11am – 1pm. At
least 12 mothers attend each week.
Irish mothers and several mothers
of different nationalities attend. The
policy for our Group includes the
following procedures: (a) an open
door and welcome for every mother
and baby who comes to visit, (b) an
enquiry to ask each mother how she
is and (c) a friendly question that
asks “how is breastfeeding going for
you”?
It really is a support group in every
way. Not only do the mothers
receive support from the Family
Development Nurse and the
Community Mother but they also

support each other. Many have
become friends outside of the
Group and keep in contact with
each other. For example, three of
the mothers arranged to have their
babies baptised on the same day.
During the year one mother
shared with the Group about her
post-natal depression. She did this
in order to make the Group aware
of how common postnatal
depression is. She also pointed
out, the help that’s out there to
help people get through it.
We really appreciated this mother
sharing her experience with us.
Another mother whose baby had
had meningitis told us about the
symptoms her baby had shown
and how they diagnosed it in time
because she was taken straight to
Temple Street Children’s
Hospital. She also commented on
how good the doctors and the
nurses at the hospital had been.
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On one occasion we had a dad sit in
for a whole meeting of the
Breastfeeding Group. He was so at
home with his wife and baby that
the mothers forgot about him being
there and continued breastfeeding.
The Family Development Nurse is
now qualified to teach baby
massage to the mothers. Both
mothers and babies really enjoy this
added benefit of the Group.
The Community Mothers involved
love helping at the Breastfeeding
Group because they see how
important it is to each of the mothers
who come to breastfeed and give
their babies the best start in life. We
hope that their experiences will
encourage other mothers to
breastfeed and also to come along
to the Group.
Teresa Deegan
Community Mother.
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Section VIII

Addresses and Contact Details
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Community Mothers Programme
Family Development Nurses
Ms. Triona Lucey
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Area
Dun Laoghaire
Loughlinstown Health Centre
Loughlinstown Drive
Dun Laoghaire
Tel: 2822122 Ext 141
Fax: 2821594
Ms Florence Burns
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin South West
Mary Mercers Centre,
Tallaght, Dublin 24
Tel: 4585768 Fax: 4585807
Curlew Road Health Centre
Drimnagh, Dublin 12
Tel: 4550588 Fax: 4550645
Email: florence.burns@hse.ie
Ms Ann O’Neill
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin West
Rowlagh Health Centre
Rowlagh, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22
Tel: 6754919 / 6754920
Fax: 6234326
Email: anng.oneill@hse.ie
Ms Marie Patton
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Local Health Office
Dublin North
Coolock Development Centre
Bunratty Drive, Coolock
Dublin 17
Tel: 8482956

Ms. Elizabeth Henry
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Area
Dublin South East
Ballinteer Health Centre
Ballinteer Avenue, Dublin 16
Tel: 2951111 Ext: 123
Fax: 2961664

Ms Rosemary McKean
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Area
Dublin South City
Health Centre
South Earl Street, Dublin 8
Tel: 4150164 / 4158250
Fax: 4150161
Email: rosemary.mckean@hse.ie

Sr. Maud Cunniffe
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin South West
Mary Mercer’s Centre
Fortunestown Road, Tallaght
Dublin 24
Tel: 4585769
Fax: 4585807
Email: maud.cunniffe@hse.ie

Ms. Ann Savage
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin West
Rowlagh Health Centre
Rowlagh
Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 6754919 / 6754920
Fax: 6234326

Ms Teresa Keegan
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Local Health Office
Dublin North West
Wellmount Health Centre
Wellmount Park, Finglas
Dublin 11
Tel: 8346119 / 8347253
Fax: 8346686

Ms Bernie Rooney
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central
Geraldstown House
Santry Cross,
Ballymun, Dublin 11
Tel: 8422544 / 8578025
Fax: 8422913
Email: margaret.rooney@hse.ie

Ms Susan Abrook
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow
30 Eyre Street
Newbridge, Co. Kildare
Tel: 045 434422
Fax: 045 434801

Ms Marie Nyhan
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Wicklow
Block B, The Civic Centre
Main Street,
Bray, Co. Wicklow
Tel: 274416
Fax: 2744136
Email: marie.nyhan@hse.ie

Programme Director: Ms Brenda Molloy, Community Mothers Programme, 1st Floor, Park House,
North Circular Road, Dublin 7. Tel: 8387122, Fax: 8387488
E-mail: brenda.molloy@hse.ie
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Community Mothers Programme
Breastfeeding Support Groups
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Wellmount Health Centre
Wellmount Park
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Wednesday
11.00am - 1.00pm

Geraldstown House
Santry Cross
Ballymun
Dublin 11
1 st and 3 rd Wednesday of
every month
11.00am - 1.00pm
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Coolock Development Centre
Bunratty Drive
Coolock
Dublin 17
Every Thursday
11.00am - 1.00pm
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Community Mothers Programme
Parent and Toddler Groups
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Girls’ section
St Kevin’s School
Kilnamanagh
Dublin 24
Every Thursday
10.30am - 12.00pm

Bawnogue Community Centre
Bawnogue
Clondalkin
Dublin 22
Every Tuesday
10.30am - 12.00 pm

Scouts’ Den
Ballycullen Drive
Firhouse
Dublin 24
Every Wednesday and Friday
10.00am - 12.00 pm

Two’s Club
Bawnogue Community Centre
Bawnogue
Dublin 22
Every Friday
10.00am - 11.30 pm

An Solas
Parent and Child Group
Jobstown,
Dublin 24
Every Friday
10.00am - 12.00 pm

Knockmitten Community
Centre,
Clondalkin,
Dublin 22.
Every Friday
10.00am - 12.00 pm

Dochas Family Centre,
Neilstown Road,
Clondalkin,
Dublin 22.
Every Friday
10.00am - 12.00 pm
The Villa Pacis
Vevay Road,
Bray,
Co. Wicklow
3rd Wednesday of Month
10.30am - 12.00pm

Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Avilla Park,
Travellers’ Centre
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Friday
2.00pm - 4.00pm

St Malachy’s National School
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Tuesday and Friday
9.00am - 1.00pm

Finglas Library
Finglas Village
Dublin 11
Every Thursday
11.00am - 12.30pm

St Brigid’s School
Wellmount Road
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Friday
9.00am - 12.15pm

St Kevin’s National School
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Friday
10.30am - 12.30pm
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Family Resource Centre
Geraldstown House
Santry Cross
Ballymun
Dublin 11
Every Friday
11.00am - 1.00pm

Coolock Development Centre
Bunratty Drive
Coolock
Dublin 5
Every Monday
10.30am - 12.30pm
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